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									Final Conference of the project “Promoting Interethnic Dialogue in Local Government”

									As part of the project “Promoting Interethnic Dialogue in Local Government” implemented by the NGO ACDC with the support of the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) a public discussion was held on March 28th at Civil Energy Center at North Mitrovica. 


								
							

						

					

				

			

		

			
			 
				
					
						
							 
								    
									Public Discussion on the Work of the Police Inspectorate of Kosovo in North Mitrovica Held

									As part of the project "Advancing Human Rights through Increased Public Awareness," on March 7, 2024, at the  Civic Energy Center (CEC) in North Mitrovica, a public discussion was held with representatives of the Police Inspectorate of Kosovo (PIK). The discussion aimed to deepen the understanding of the PIK's work at the local level, especially from the perspective of affected communities living in northern Kosovo.


								
							

						

					

				

			

		

			
			 
				
					
						
							 
								    
									Roundtable Discussion on Human Rights Challenges in Prizren Region

									In the framework of the project 'Promoting human rights through increasing public awareness,' implemented by the NGO ACDC and supported by UNMIK, a roundtable discussion on human rights was held with the participation of civil society organizations, officials of local municipal institutions, and representatives of non-governmental organizations from the Serbian, Turkish, Bosnian, and Goran communities.


								
							

						

					

				

			

		

			
			 
				
					
						
							 
								    
									Fostering Youth Cooperation from Diverse Communities 

									On 22 February 2024, the NGO ACDC, in partnership with NGO REC, hosted a public discussion at the EU House in North Mitrovica. 


								
							

						

					

				

			

		

			
			 
				
					
						
							 
								    
									A round table between the police and citizens in the north of Kosovo on cooperation and challenges


									On February 13th, NGO ACDC organized a round table discussion in North Mitrovica between the Kosovo Police and the local community. The aim was to analyze the current situation in northern Kosovo, explore the functionality of institutions, and examine the level of trust among non-majority communities.
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							Anti-corruption and transparency
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							Inter-ethnic cooperation and reconciliation
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                    ACDC News | Apr 1, 2024

                        Final Conference of the project “Promoting Interethnic Dialogue in Local Government”

                        As part of the project “Promoting Interethnic Dialogue in Local Government” ...
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                    Event announcement | Mar 21, 2024

                    Final Conference of the project "Promoting Interethnic Dialogue in Local Government" 28th of March 2024

                        NGO Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture - ACDC cordially invites you ...
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                        Press Release | Mar 9, 2024

                        International Women's Day

                        Today, with pride, we address all the brave, strong, and inspiring ...
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                        ACDC in media | Dec 10, 2022

                        "Razgovor" Dusan Radakovic ACDC 08.12. 2022

                        "Razgovor" Dusan Radakovic Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture ACDC 08 12 2022
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										The long-term cooperation that ACDC has with the Basic Court in Mitrovica is at the highest professional level. Their contribution to the engagement of young lawyers through various projects and activities is very significant and it is to be commended.
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												Marko Jaksic

												Deputy Administrator - Basic Court of Mitrovica

											

										
						
									

								

							

														

						

												
							
							
								
									
										
											

											Individuals which continuously give a considerable personal contribution to the protection of language rights make a team whose professional contribution is even greater. ACDC is one of ours most reliable partners in the field of protection and promotion of language rights and implementation of the Law on Use of Langues.
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													Slaviša Mladenović

													Commissioner for Languages

												

											
						
										

									

								

							
							

						
		
												
							
							
								
									
										
											

											CSSP team is very grateful for to these joint experiences and approaches realised. We are proud what we went through and realised jointly with ACDC. 
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													Bekim Ismaili

													CSSP Berlin Center

												

											
						
										

									

								

							
							

						
		
												
							
							
								
									
										
											

											During my experience in Civil Society Sector, it is inevitable cooperating with ACDC NGO. It was [and still is] pleasure to work with one of the first nongovernmental organization estabilished in the Northern Mitrovica. 
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													Lulzim Hakaj

													NGO REC

												

											
						
										

									

								

							
							

						
		
												
							
							
								
									
										
											

											“A little more than half a decade of work in the NGO "Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture" has made me the person I am today - versed in various segments of social activities, with a high level of socio-political awareness and responsibility. Above all, the awakened awareness of the needs of the so-called little man, today my work seems assertive, but still objective and accurate.”
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													Daniela Tomasevic

													Radio Kontakt plus

												

											
						
										

									

								

							
							

						
		
												
							
							
								
									
										
											

											As President of the Supreme Court, I am always open and ready to cooperate with all bodies, including non-governmental organizations, especially those that are focused on students - future lawyers. In this regard, I had the pleasure to lecture in front of the students of the Serbian community in the North of Mitrovica, physically and online, to welcome them in court and to give my contribution in their interest in the functioning of the judicial system in Kosovo, the role of the Supreme Court, for the bar exam, etc., all organized by the ACDC.
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													Enver Peci

													President, Supreme Court

												

											
						
										

									

								

							
							

						
		
												
							
							
								
									
										
											

											The Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture has over the years carried out several projects funded by Germany. Most notably projects in the fields of civil society Election Monitoring and the integration and facilitation of the work of the Justice system in northern Kosovo. The Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture is a frequent interlocutor for the German Embassy.
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													German Embassy

													in Kosovo

												

											
						
										

									

								

							
							

						
		
												
							
							
								
									
										
											

											Whenever I think of Mitrovica and civic activism in the region and beyond ACDC is a reference. ACDC strives for democratic and multiethnic Kosovo whereby culture of activism and engagement of citizens and local actors is at the center of their approach. With ACDC present in the ground local governments are more accountable in decision making and service delivery that affects citizens. Strengthened constituency relations, volunteerism, working with vulnerable groups, dialogue and work among communities are very important to be promoted further and believe ACDC is very well positioned to do so.
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													Fatmir Curri

													Re-Granting Director, KCSF
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					Read our monthly newsletter to keep up-to-date with all of our activities.
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				Conference on protection of property rights in Kosovo ACDC/ZOOM 11.3. 11h

				
					11.03.2021. » 11:00
					»
					11.03.2021. » 13:00
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Conference „Correction Centers in Kosovo during COVID19- Problems, challenges and obstacles in daily work " 31st of March 2021. 11.00

				
					31.03.2021. » 11:00
					»
					31.03.2021. » 13:00
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Conference „Free legal aid service in Kosovo- opportunities, challenges and obstacles" 29th of April 2021. 11.00

				
					29.04.2021. » 11:00
					»
					29.04.2021. » 13:05
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Third Town-Hall meeting - Media reporting on corruption

				
					19.04.2022. » 11:00
					»
					19.04.2022. » 12:30
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Public conference “Prevention of corruption”

				
					19.05.2022. » 11:00
					»
					19.05.2022. » 12:30
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Mobile legal clinic - Zubin Potok

				
					14.06.2022. » 11:00
					»
					14.06.2022. » 14:00
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Facing the Past: Missing Persons

				
					13.06.2022. » 11:00
					»
					13.06.2022. » 13:00
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Closing Conference on Human Rights

				
					21.06.2022. » 11:00
					»
					21.06.2022. » 13:00
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Moot-court trial 

				
					29.06.2022. » 12:00
					»
					29.06.2022. » 14:00
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				 Public conference “Combating corruption”

				
					17.10.2022. » 11:00
					»
					17.10.2022. » 13:00
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Launching Event

				
					09.11.2022. » 11:00
					»
					09.11.2022. » 12:20
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				ACDC Birthday

				
					29.12.2022. » 00:00
					»
					29.12.2022. » 23:55
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Final Conference 

				
					26.01.2023. » 11:00
					»
					26.01.2023. » 13:00
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Public conference - Expropriation in northern Kosovo 

				
					20.02.2023. » 11:00
					»
					20.02.2023. » 13:00
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Public discussion - Lawyer’s position in the court in northern Kosovo

				
					27.02.2023. » 11:00
					»
					27.02.2023. » 12:30
				

			

		

	




	
		
			
					Final conference: Human rights and youth empowerment

				
					20.11.2023. » 11:00
					»
					20.11.2023. » 13:00
				

			

		

	










    
        
            
                                About us

                NGO Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture (ACDC) is a non-governmental
					organization, founded and registered in 2011, and based in North
					Mitrovica. The goal of the organization is to fight for human rights,
					rule of law, democracy and an open, tolerant and peaceful society in
					Kosovo and the region.
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                                 Contact us

                                	 +381 (0) 64 11 77 871
	 +383 (0) 44 53 98 52
	 office@acdc-kosovo.org
	 ngoacdc@gmail.com
	 Cika Jovina 3, North Mitrovica
	 Prote Mateje 48, Belgrade
	 Fehmi Agani 168/5, Pristina
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